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The VENTILATION UNITS 6/2020
catalogue replaces all previous issues.

The new plant KORADO, a.s. is with its technological equipment and organizational
structure the most modern factory for the production of radiators in Europe.
Its modern and sophisticated set-up in the area of 30 000 m2 enables further
increases of production capacity whenever needed. The choice of all technology
was driven by the maximum effort to ensure environment protection inside
the factory as well as in its surroundings.
KORADO, a.s. is the holder of the ISO 9001 quality certificate.

info@korado.cz

www.korado.com

Bří Hubálků 869, 560 02 Česká Třebová,
Czech Republic
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PRODUCT POR TFOLIO
We offer a very wide range of products under one brand enabling comprehensive solutions for all types of building and space, all of which contribute to
maximum compatibility, simplicity of design and service, individual solutions
and financial savings.

Clean air
for healthy
climate.

KORADO, a.s. presents new wall-mounted units for con-

Healthy and economical ventilation

trolled ventilation of rooms. Do not rely on ventilation by

Is classical ventilation always possible? Currently, costly

indiscriminately opening of windows. Our small ventila-

energy and polluted air make it hard for us. So, can we

tion units are easily installed can supply rooms with the

ensure economical and healthy ventilation? KORADO of-

necessary amount of clean, fresh air in a controlled

fers a comprehensive and simple solution.

manner, with low energy consumption and high

Advantages

noise absorption.

• simultaneous supply and evacuation of air from
In order to live healthily, we need among other things to
breathe clean air. A flat, house or any other space, in which

• prevents excessive humidity and bacteria growth

we dwell or live, has to breathe

• filtration of dust and pollen from the supplied air

with us. Inadequately sealed

is a solution for people suffering from an allergy

windows and doors used to be

and/or asthma

enough to sufficiently replace

• heat recovery and low energy consumption

stale air inside with fresh air

• prevents growth of mildew

from outside. Contemporary

• easy installation even in existing buildings

building materials and technologies around us ensure
perfect airtightness.
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a room

WE LIVE WELL WHEN WE VENTILATE WELL
The supply of fresh air has to address the structure’s overall conception as a whole. The buildings’ skins have
to be airtight while ensuring enough fresh air for the occupants.

Local wall-mounted ventilation units provide controlled

Noise absorption

ventilation, which creates healthy indoor climate for us.

A ventilation unit, which absorbs outside noise, is bet-

Removing humidity
and harmful substances

ter than opening a window.
Especially at nights, which

Average family of four gener-

are getting louder and louder

ates app. 12 litres of water in

due to ever increasing traffic.

one day. Excessive humidity

Unlike uncontrolled ventila-

supports growth and multi-

tion through open windows,

plication of mildews and fun-

controlled ventilation ensures a sufficient amount of fresh

gi. That is why rooms need

air based on your current needs without accompanying

to breathe in order to pre-

noise and pollutants.

vent accumulation of harmful

Safety even during ventilation

substances.

The ventilated space must be

Health

sufficiently protected against

The ability to concentrate on work, necessary rest and

entry by unwanted organ-

pleasant atmosphere at home depends on air quality. In

isms or persons. Open win-

order to prevent the increasing concentration of carbon

dows represent an invitation

dioxide generated by human breathing, it is recommended

not only to insects but also

to supply 20 m of fresh air
3

to thieves.

per person per hour. Controlled ventilation maintains a

Energy savings

low concentration of carbon

Ventilation should not be

dioxide, supporting mental

associated

focus and a pleasant cli-

heat, which actually leaves

mate in the room. Increased

the room together with the

concentration makes peo-

consumed air through open

ple sleepy. Optimal relative humidity of air in residential

windows. Local ventilation

rooms is 40 to 60 %. Optimal humidity prevents irritating

units reduce these costs to

dry cough and discomfort from increased sweating. By

a minimum. This modern

filtering dust and pollen from the outside air, we not only

method of ventilation fully complies with the new regula-

reduce housework, but most importantly reduce the risk of

tion on building energy efficiency and therefore significant-

pulmonary disease. In necessary circumstances, the unit

ly contributes to the final evaluation of a building’s energy

thus helps to address the problems of people suffering

performance.

with

wasted

from allergies to pollen.

The company reserves the right to make technical changes.
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THE QUALITY OF INTERIOR ENVIRONMENTS MUST
ALSO BE ADDRESSED IN EXISTING BUILDINGS
cludes time spent at home as well as in office buildings

The minimum required value of ventilation
intensity

or shops. Nevertheless, our home is the place where we

in living rooms (rooms, bedrooms, kitchens, etc.) is 0.3 h-1.

can influence the quality of the interior environment more

according to ČSN EN 15665/Z1. In order to achieve

than anywhere else. Whoever wants to breathe fresh air

a higher quality of interior air, ČSN EN 15251 recommends

and not suffer from cold at the same time must be able to

adhering to a ventilation intensity of 0.5 – 0.7 h-1. This value

balance three components contributing to the creation of

tells us how many times in an hour we should let fresh air

a comfortable environment. In addition to temperature, air

in a room in an amount corresponding to the total volume

humidity, flow speed and last but not least CO2 concen-

of the ventilated room. Apart from the fact that, in addition

tration also have an impact on our well being. For this rea-

to pollutants, the humidity also concentrates in the air, and

son, we should pay proper attention to the ventilation and

it may – in the long term – even cause a degradation of

not underestimate it. The quality of indoor air in the living

some building structures. The value of CO2, concentration

rooms is gradually degraded because of the building mate-

can be used as an indicator of the quality of the interior en-

rials used, appliances, running of the house and especially

vironment since its concentration in the interior air should

the presence of people. The controlled ventilation provides

not exceed 1,500 ppm.

We spend about 80% of our lives in buildings. This in-

a sufficient quantity of fresh air. At the same time a healthy
and comfortable environment for users is created.
Concentration of the carbon dioxide CO2
< 1000

[ppm]

level without discomfort

1200 ÷ 1500

[ppm]

maximum recommended level of CO2 in interior environments

1000 ÷ 2000

[ppm]

symptoms of fatigue and decrease in concentration, feeling of stuffy air

ppm … parts per million - number of monitored particles in one million of other particles
Table of the carbon dioxide impact on a human in building

FLEXIBLE SOLUTION
Advantages and functionalities
of KORADO ventilation units

Easy maintenance

Local ventilation units provide not only controlled replace-

installation are complemented with undeniable simplicity

ment of stale air with fresh air but also perform a range of

of control and maintenance. Take, for example, the sim-

important accessory functions.

plest ventilation unit from our portfolio, KORAVENT 100.

The advantages of quality air supply into rooms and simple

The current maintenance is limited to washing the easily
The wide range of properties offered by individual ventilation

accessible inner space of the unit, which is recommend-

units starts with the basic air exchange function, through

ed to be done once or twice a year. Filter replacement is

heat recovery, protection against excessive humidity, noise

an important part of the maintenance. The user does not

absorption and ends with a highly effective air filtration.

estimate the time of replacement or schedule it in a calendar. The filter replacement is signalled by an integrated re-

Simple installation

placement indicator. The filter is thus replaced neither too

Many arguments supporting the use of powerful local

early nor too late. The hinged front cover provides access

ventilation units are associated with the renovation of the

for quick and comfortable filter replacement without any

building. Local ventilation units may also be flexibly inte-

tools and for cleaning the internal compartment.

grated into existing buildings later on. They do not require
installations. Every investor is especially convinced by

High efficiency heat recovery and low
power consumption

a quick and simple installation. The current installation can

During heat recovery, the polluted air is evacuated from

be carried out very easily and without the need to find spe-

the room by the heat recovery unit. The heat recovery unit

cial installation spots or to hide any piping, all of which

captures its heat, and transfer is via the exchanger to the

is usually necessary when installing centralized ventilation

fresh air supplied to the room. The interior is therefore not

systems. Meeting the requirement for controlled ventilation

excessively cooled and the already recovered heat is used.

replacement of windows and extensive modifications of

is in the final effect associated with low investment costs.

INDEX OF SYMBOLS
Typ

Filtering technique

Advantages
of ventilation unit

Active

Filter of large

Noise

ventilation unit

dust particles

protection

Filter for fine

Air stream

dust and pollen

Air supply

Filter with

and evacuation

activated carbon

Air supply

Air evacuation

Humidity control

Heat recovery

Suitable
for bedrooms

Energy
saving unit
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KORAVENT 100
Description
Small ventilation unit with noise absorption and large
advantages: quiet, powerful, easily controlled and
with quick installation.
There is a proven solution to eliminate the growing nuisance
of noise during ventilation – KORAVENT 100. The increased
noise absorption combined with noise insulating windows
again creates a quiet and comfortable interior. Also other
substances polluting the environment, such as fine dust and
pollen, remain trapped by the optional filters. The ventilation
capacity of the unit can be adjusted in several levels on an
LCD display.

Advantages
•
highly efficient protection against outside noise during

Technical specifications

ventilation
• low operational noise of the unit, quiet ventilation

Height

467 mm

Width

270 mm

Depth

132 mm

Noise absorption
(DIN EN 20140-10)

Dn,e,w = 50 dB

Air capacity
with fan

Level 1:
Level 6:
Level Max:
app. 30 m3/h app. 60 m3/h 180 m3/h

Noise level
(DIN EN ISO 3741)

17 dB (A)

24 dB (A)

41 dB (A)

Power input

2W

5W

30 W

Electrical
connection

230 V ~ / 0.15 A

Filter Class

G3 / F5 / activated carbon

Colour of unit’s
plastic

white

• backlit LCD: air capacity settings and programmable time
and duration of ventilation
• individual regulation of air output through side openings
• 3 optional filters: coarse dust filter, activated carbon filter,
fine pollen filter
• easy filter replacement, indicated by an indicator
•
minimal dimensions and contemporary shape of high-gloss
cover
• easy installation

Unit variants
KORAVENT 100
basic ventilation unit

Supply/packaging contents
Ventilation unit, PVC pipe, L = 500 mm (ord. code Z-VJ012),
cover grill – white colour, anchoring material (wall dowels,
wood screws), Type G3 filter, mounting template, installation
manual, user’s manual.

The company reserves the right to make technical changes.
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KORASMART
KORASMART power-saving local ventilation unit with heat recovery. Innovative solution with trouble-free
installation allows its installation in all existing sites or new buildings.

KORASMART 1300 and 1400

Heat exchanger operational principle
• supply of fresh, cold outside air
• evacuation of warm, stale air from the room
• heat recovery – through aluminium exchanger
the heat from the evacuated air pre-heats the fresh supplied air
• pre-heated fresh air flows into the room via side vents, preventing draught

Wall installation

Easy installation
• drilling hole with 120 mm diameter through external wall
• insertion of pipe in the hole, mounting outer protective cover grill
• optional installation on a wall or partially into a wall
Installation in wall

KORASMART TUBE 2400 and 2400E

Heat exchanger operational principle
• supply of fresh, cold outside air
• evacuation of warm, stale air from the room
• heat recovery - through ceramic exchanger
the heat from the evacuated air pre-heats the fresh supplied air
• pre-heated fresh air flows into the room via side vents, preventing draught

Easy installation
• drilling hole with 160 mm diameter through external wall
• insertion of pipe in the hole, mounting outer protective cover grill
• insertion of pipe insert, mounting of filter casing and cable connection
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The company reserves the right to make technical changes.

KORASMART 1300
Description
KORASMART 1300 local ventilation unit with heat
recovery and noise attenuation.
Power-efficient controlled ventilation, quiet operation and
a system of optional filters makes this unit especially attractive. Therefore, it is suitable for living rooms and bedrooms.
Using a suitable filter helps to address the problems of people suffering from allergies to pollen or other respiratory diseases.

Advantages
• heat recovery efficiency up to 66 %
• ventilation capacity can be adjusted in 3 levels
• backlit LCD
• indication of filter replacement

Technical specifications

• reduces heating costs
• supply of fresh, pollen-free air when the window is closed

Height

467 mm

Width

490 mm

Depth

178 mm

Noise absorption
(DIN EN 20140-10)

Dn,e,w = 52 dB

Air capacity
with fan

Level 1:
29 m3/h

Noise level (DIN EN
ISO 3745 with spatial
attenuation of 8 dB)

Level 1:
Level 2:
Level 3:
LN = 26 dB (A) LN = 30 dB (A) LN = 40 dB (A)

Power input

Level 1:
11 W

Electrical
connection

230 V ~ / 0.15 A

Heat recovery
efficiency

up to 66 %

Filter Class

F7

Colour of unit’s
plastic

white

• low operational noise and high outside noise absorption
• display of current temperature and humidity in the room,
air capacity
• side vent closing flaps
• low operational costs
Level 2:
35 m3/h

Level 2:
17 W

Level 3:
60 m3/h

• easy installation

Unit variants
KORASMART 1300

Level 3:
32 W

Supply/packaging contents
Ventilation unit, PVC pipe, L = 390 mm, cover grill – white
colour, anchoring material (wall dowels, wood screws),
Type F7/G3 filter (evacuated air), mounting template,
installation manual, user’s manual, installation instructions.
Note: Use the Z-VJ014 pipe with Z-VJ019 coupling to
extend the air inlet and outlet.

The company reserves the right to make technical changes.
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KORASMART 1400
Description
KORASMART 1400 local ventilation unit with heat recovery, noise attenuation and programmable settings.
Power-efficient controlled ventilation with user settings of
max. humidity and temperature make this unit especially attractive. It also has exceptionally quiet operation and optional filters. Therefore, it is suitable for living rooms and bedrooms. Using a suitable filter helps to address problems of
people suffering with allergies to pollen or other respiratory
diseases.

Advantages
• individually programmable settings of max. humidity
and temperature
• heat recovery efficiency up to 73 %

Technical specifications

• ventilation capacity can be adjusted in 10 levels
• comfortable remote control and unit with backlit LCD

Height

467 mm

Width

490 mm

• reduces heating costs

Depth

178 mm

• supply of fresh, pollen-free air when the window is closed

Noise absorption
(DIN EN 20140-10)

Dn,e,w = 52 dB

Air capacity
with fan

Level 1:
25 m3/h

Noise level (DIN EN
ISO 3745 with spatial
attenuation of 8 dB)

Level 1:
Level 4:
Level 10:
LN = 23 dB (A) LN = 30 dB (A) LN = 40 dB (A)

Power input

Level 1:
10 W

Electrical
connection

230 V ~ / 0.15 A

Heat recovery
efficiency

up to 73 %

Filter Class

F7

Colour of unit’s
plastic

white

• indication of filter replacement

• low operational noise and high outside noise absorption
• display of current temperature and humidity in the room,
Level 4:
Level 10:
app. 35 m3/h 60 m3/h

Level 4:
17 W

Level 10:
32 W

air capacity
• side vent closing flaps
• low operational costs
• easy installation

Unit variants
KORASMART 1400

Supply/packaging contents
Ventilation unit, PVC pipe, L = 390 mm, cover grill – white
colour, anchoring material (wall dowels, wood screws),
Type F7/G3 filter (evacuated air), remote control, mounting template, installation manual, user’s manual, installation instructions. Note: Use the Z-VJ014 pipe with Z-VJ019
coupling to extend the air inlet and outlet.
12

The company reserves the right to make technical changes.

KORASMART TUBE 2400 and 2400E
Description
Local ventilation unit KORASMART TUBE with heat
recovery, based on the principle of varying direction
of air flow.
Unit body KORASMART TUBE is installed in a tube passing through the perimeter wall and connecting the interior
and exterior. Upon activation, the fan inside the unit turns
from the interior to exterior, so the evacuated stale air charges the heat exchanger. Approximately after a minute, the
direction of the rotation switches back and the cold supplied air takes the accumulated heat from the exchanger.
This process then repeats continuously.
The continuous supply of fresh air requires two units installed in the room, opposite each other. With only one unit
the direction of air flow changes in regular intervals.

Technical specifications

Advantages

Height

279 mm

Width

279 mm

• heat recovery up to 90 %

Depth

63 mm

• two in one: auxiliary ventilation and evacuation functions

Noise absorption
(DIN EN 20140-10)

Dn,e,w = 35 dB

Air capacity
with fan

Level 1:
15 m3/h*

Level 2:
32 m3/h*

Noise level (DIN EN
ISO 3745 with spatial
attenuation of 8 dB)

Level 1:
LPA = 25 d (A)

Level 2:
Level 3:
LPA = 38 dB (A) LPA = 46 dB (A)

Power input

Level 1:
2.1 W

Level 2:
2.9 W

Electrical connection

230 V ~

Heat recovery
efficiency

up to 90 %

Filter Class

G3

• automatic ventilation mode

• change of air flow direction in minute cycle
• stylish design – functional element is placed
Level 3:
45 m3/h*

Level 3:
4.3 W

in the ventilation tube
• controlled ventilation of flat – units communicate with
each other and change the air flow as needed
• wireless communication between units
• simple control using SI Comfort application through
a smart phone or tablet
• optional programming of unit operation
• easy installation

Colour of unit’s plastic white
* This is the total air capacity. In case of alternating operation the volume of supplied air is half
of the total (7,5; 16; 22,5 m3/h).

Unit variants
KORASMART TUBE 2400
unit with manually controlled flap
KORASMART

Supply/packaging contents

TUBE 2400E

Front panel, internal panel with sliding flap, installation

unit with electronically

cover, axial fan, tube insert (2-part), filter mount, Type G3

controlled flap

filter, ceramic exchanger, ventilation tube ∅ 160 mm,
anchoring material (wall dowels, wood screws), user’s
manual, pairing instructions. Outer cover grill is not subject
of delivery (to be ordered extra, see p. 15).
The company reserves the right to make technical changes.
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UNIT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Name

KORAVENT

KORASMART

KORASMART TUBE

Unit type

100

1300

1400

2400

2400E

VJ-SMART1300

VJ-SMART1400

VJ-SMART2400

VJ-SMART2400E

Ordering code

VJ-VENT100

Noise absorption in accordance
with EN
20140-10 / Dn,e,w

50 dB

Air capacity
with fan

G3: 30-180 m3/h
F5: 15-160 m3/h
Activated carbon:
15-160 m3/h

Level 1: 29 m3/h
Level 2: 35 m3/h
Level 3: 60 m3/h

Level 1: 25 m3/h
Level 4: 35 m3/h
Level 10: 60 m3/h

Level 1: 15 m3/h
Level 2: 32 m3/h
Level 3: 45 m3/h

Natural noise LpA
(measured
according to
DIN EN ISO 3741,
s A0 = 10 cubic m)

at 60 m3/h = 24 dB (A)

Level 1: 26 dB (A)
Level 2: 30 dB (A)
Level 3: 40 dB (A)

Level 1: 23 dB (A)
Level 4: 30 dB (A)
Level 10: 40 dB (A)

Level 1: 25 dB (A)
Level 2: 38 dB (A)
Level 3: 46 dB (A)

Heat recovery
efficiency

–

up to 66 %

up to 73 %

up to 90 %

Filter type

G3, F5, activated carbon

Supplied air: F7
Evacuated air: G3

G3

Optional
manual closing

yes

yes

yes

Optional
power closing

–

–

Remote Control

–

–

yes

yes

Thermostat
control

–

–

yes

–

Hygrostat
control

–

–

yes

–

Operational time regulation

yes

–

yes

Height

467 mm

467 mm

279 mm

Depth

132 mm

178 mm

63 mm

Width

270 mm

490 mm

279 mm

Place
of installation

On wall

On/in wall

In wall

Electrical
connection

230 V ~

230 V ~

230 V ~

Power input

fan min. absorbed power = 2 W
60 m3/h = 5 W
fan max. absorbed power = 30 W

Material/colour

Plastic / white, high gloss

Plastic / white, matt

Plastic / white, glossy

Additional
information

Cable length: max. 4.5 m,
white with Euro plug, optional fixed
connection to grid.

Cable length: max. 1.2 m,
with Euro plug, optional fixed connection to grid.

Fixed connection
to grid

Energy class

–

Operational range

0 to +40 °C
(on the inside)

Weight

3,1 kg

Guarantee

24 month
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52 dB

35 dB

–

Level 1: 11 W
Level 2: 17 W
Level 3: 32 W

Level 1: 10 W
Level 4: 17 W
Level 10: 32 W

E

B
–15 to +40 °C

12,5 kg

Level 1: 2.1 W
Level 2: 2.9 W
Level 3: 4.3 W

A+
–15 to +40 °C

12,5 kg
24 months

yes

4.5 kg
24 months

The company reserves the right to make technical changes.

ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS
Product name

Description

Ordering code

G3 foam filter
KORAVENT

Coarse dust filter (G3 type)
for KORAVENT 100 unit

Z-VJ001

F5 pollen filter
KORAVENT

Fine dust filter (F5 type) for
KORAVENT 100 unit

Z-VJ002

Activated carbon
KORAVENT

Filter with activated carbon (filtration of pollutants and odours) for
KORAVENT 100 unit

Z-VJ003

Activated carbon
KORASMART 1300 / 1400

Filter for KORASMART 1300 / 1400 unit, activated carbon (filtration of pollutants
and odours) for air supply, coarse air supply for air evacuation (G3 type)

Z-VJ018

Pollen filter
KORASMART 1300 / 1400

Filter for KORASMART 1300 / 1400 unit, fine dust filter for air supply
(F7 type), coarse dust filter for air evacuation (G3 type)

Z-VJ004

Filter frame
KORAVENT

PVC frame for filter for
KORAVENT 100 unit

Z-VJ006

Cover grill, white
KORAVENT

Outer protective cover grill for
KORAVENT 100 – unit, white

Z-VJ007

Cover grill, brown – RAL 8019
KORAVENT

Outer protective cover grill for
KORAVENT 100 – unit, brown (RAL 8019)

Z-VJ008

Cover grill, aluminium
KORAVENT

Outer aluminium protective grill
for KORAVENT 100 unit

Z-VJ009

Cover grill, white
KORASMART

Outer protective cover grill for all
KORASMART units – white

Z-VJ010

Cover grill, brown – RAL 8019
KORASMART

Outer protective cover grill for all
KORASMART units – brown (RAL 8019)

Z-VJ011

PVC tube, 500mm
KORAVENT

PVC tube for wall passage for units
KORAVENT 100, length 500mm, outer ∅ 80 mm

Z-VJ012

PVC tube, 1000 mm
KORAVENT

PVC tube for wall passage for units
KORAVENT 100, length 1000 mm, outer ∅ 80 mm

Z-VJ013

PVC tube, 390 mm
KORASMART 1100 ÷ 1400

PVC tube for wall passage for units
KORASMART 1100/1200/1300/1400, length 390 mm, outer ∅ 110 mm

Z-VJ014

Remote Control
KORASMART 1400

Remote Control for
KORASMART 1400 unit

Z-VJ017

PVC coupling
KORASMART 1100 ÷ 1400

PVC coupling for connection of tubes Z-VJ014 for
KORASMART 1100/1200/1300/1400 units

Z-VJ019

Set of G3 filters
KORASMART TUBE

Set of G3 filters for unit
KORASMART TUBE (2 pcs)

Z-VJ020

Cover grill, white
KORASMART TUBE

Cover grill, white for unit
KORASMART TUBE

Z-VJ021

Cover grill, galvanized
KORASMART TUBE

Cover grill, galvanized for unit
KORASMART TUBE

Z-VJ022

Cover grill, stainless steel
KORASMART TUBE

Cover grill, stainless steel for unit
KORASMART TUBE

Z-VJ023

Inner panel
KORASMART TUBE

Inner panel including sliding flap for unit
KORASMART TUBE

Z-VJ024

The company reserves the right to make technical changes.
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